The utilization of luminogens with aggregation-induced emission (AIE) characteristics has recently been developed at a tremendous pace in the area of theranostics, mainly because AIE luminogens (AIEgens) hold various distinct advantages, such as good biocompatibility, excellent fluorescence properties, simple preparation and modification, perfect size of nano-aggregation for enhanced permeability and retention effect, promoted efficiencies of photodynamic and photothermal therapies, efficient photoacoustic imaging, and ready constructions of multimodal imaging and therapy. Significant breakthroughs and developments of theranostics based on AIEgens have been achieved in the past few years, and great progress has been witnessed in many theranostic modalities, indicating that AIEgens remarkably complement conventional theranostic materials and promote the development of theranostics. This review provides theoretical insights into the advantages of AIEgens in theranostics, and systematically summarizes the basic concepts, seminal studies, recent trends and perspectives in theranostics based on AIEgens. We believe that AIEgens would be promising multifunctional theranostic platforms in clinical fields and facilitate significant advancements in this research-active area.
Introduction
Theranostics, which allow the ingenious integration of diagnostic imaging capability with therapeutic intervention in a single formulation within spatial colocalization, have aroused increasing attention in both research and clinical fields [1] [2] [3] . The utilization of theranostics enables the detection of targets, monitoring of drug distribution and the evaluation of therapeutic responses, through which various functionalities can be realized, such as maximization of therapeutic efficacy, optimization of drug safety, improvement of pharmacokinetics, as well as assisting in streamlining the drug development process [4, 5] . Therefore, theranostics are expected to be effective approaches to achieve the transition from conventional medicine to contemporary personalized and precision medicine [6] .
Until now, various theranostic systems have been explored, involving different modalities of diagnosis (fluorescence imaging (FLI), photoacoustic imaging (PAI), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computed tomography (CT), positron emission tomography (PET), etc.) and therapies (photodynamic therapy (PDT), photothermal therapy (PTT), radiation therapy (RT), gene therapy (GT), chemotherapy (CHT), etc.) (Figure 1 ) [7] [8] [9] . These modalities are associated in accordance with specific needs, exhibiting the types of one (diagnostic imaging)-to-one (therapy), one-to-many, many-to-one and many-to-many. Among them, the development of multi-modalities of diagnostic imaging or therapy is attracting increasing interest, because different modalities are able to compensate for each other and
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International Publisher provide enhanced imaging quality and/or therapeutic efficacy. Taking FLI and MRI as examples, the use of FLI-MRI combination imaging can integrate the advantages of FLI (non-intrusive, high sensitivity, simple operation, multi-color detection and non-radioactive) with that of MRI (high spatial resolution and unlimited tissue penetration depth) in a single platform, meanwhile, their respective drawbacks (low tissue penetration and low spatial resolution for FLI; low sensitivity and time-consuming for MRI) are significantly complementary.
Selection of materials should be considered prior to designing appropriate theranostic agents. A variety of materials, in particular nanomaterials, have been employed as theranostic platforms, such as quantum dots [10] , Au/Ag nanoparticles (NPs) [11, 12] , carbon-based nanomaterials (nanotube, grapheme) [13] , magnetic NPs [14] , polymeric NPs [15] , and mesoporous NPs [16] . Although most of these conventional theranostic agents are effective and widely used in both research and clinics, they have some respective and collective drawbacks including poor biocompatibility, complicated fabrication, as well as unsatisfactory outcome in terms of both diagnostic imaging and therapy.
In this context, the use of materials having aggregation-induced emission (AIE) characteristics in theranostics has recently been developed at a tremendous pace and attracted global interests in the past few years (Figure 2) [17, 21, 22] . Compared with some of the conventional theranostic materials including quantum dots, carbon-based nanomaterials and inorganic NPs, AIE luminogens (AIEgens) hold various distinct advantages, such as good biocompatibility, excellent fluorescence properties (in terms of strong emission in aggregates, high photobleaching threshold, great tolerance for any concentration, large Stokes shift, and turn-on feature for detecting analytes), simple preparation and modification, perfect size of nano-aggregation for enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect, promoted efficiencies of photodynamic and photothermal therapies, efficient photoacoustic imaging, and facile constructions of multimodal imaging and therapy [19, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Significant breakthroughs and developments of theranostics based on AIEgens have been achieved in the past few years. On the other hand, some deficiencies of AIEgens were also revealed in theranostic applications. For instance, the working concentration of AIEgen-based theranostic platforms is generally high, making AIEgens unfavorable for in vivo or clinical trials. It is believed that AIEgens could be complementary to the conventional theranostic materials, and the development of AIEgens would remarkably promote the advancement of theranostics. Viewing the extremely fast growth and great significance of theranostic studies based on AIEgens, it is significantly important to publish a comprehensive review article providing theoretical insight into the advantages of AIEgens in theranostics, and introducing the basic concepts, seminal studies, recent trends and perspectives.
In this review article, we try to offer an integrated picture through Theranostics based on AIEgens. Some of the key diagnostics (including FLI, PAI, IR thermal imaging and MRI) and therapies (including gene therapy, CHT, PDT, and PTT) of multifunctional AIEgens. Some elements are adapted with permissions from [17] , copyright 2016 Wiley-VCH; adapted with permissions from [18] , copyright 2017, American Chemical Society; adapted with permissions from [19] , copyright 2015, American Chemical Society; and adapted with permissions from [20] , copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH.
the introduction and discussion of representative AIE systems in theranostic studies. We will first convey mechanistic insights into the advantages of AIEgens in theranostics, on the basis of experimental measurements and theoretical simulations. Then, we introduce the classification, and highlight the new breakthroughs and trends in the area that have most recently appeared until 2018.
Advantages of AIEgens in theranostics
Compared with many other imaging modalities, FLI has been extensively utilized and undergone an explosive development in bio-imaging applications, due to its non-intrusive, high sensitivity and simple operation features. However, conventional fluorophores usually suffer from a common photophysical phenomenon named aggregationcaused quenching (ACQ). Conventional fluorophores emit strongly in solution phase; however, they are either weakly emissive or non-emissive at high concentration or in an aggregation state (see the example of FITC in Figure 3 ) [19] . ACQ phenomenon remains the major barrier to implementing their practical applications in bio-imaging. As an anti-ACQ phenomenon, AIE was first coined in 2001 by Tang's group [23] and refers to a unique phenomenon where some fluorophores with twisted conformations are weakly emissive in solution but become intensely florescent in aggregates (see the example of TPE in Figure 3 ) through the mechanism of restriction of intramolecular motion. Numerous AIEgens have been prepared, which display emission colors covering the whole visible range even with extension to the near-infrared (NIR) region (Figure 4) [30, 31] . The AIE features not only permit their usage at high concentration or in aggregation states with bright fluorescence and high photobleaching threshold, but also enable the development of fluorescent "light-up" bio-probes responsive to external stimuli or microenvironment changes for bio-sensing and -imaging applications. Therefore, AIE has provided an array of possibilities with great potential for FLI-involved theranostic systems. [32] , DMTPS-ALD [33] , TPE-Py [34] , DPI-BP [35] , TPAFN [36] , MeOTTMN [37] ) with different emission colors covering the whole visible range and extending to the NIR region, and advantages of AIEgens in FLI.
It is generally believed that AIEgens are a unique type of molecule suitable for PAI, particularly when they exist as single molecular species. The free rotation and/or vibration of AIEgens facilitates non-radiative decay, which can remarkably generate heat energy, resulting in them being good candidates for PAI [38] . In addition, the localized heat from photon energy generated by AIEgens further provides the opportunity for tumor ablation, which is known as PTT. PAI associated with PTT has been recently exploited and proven to be a powerful strategy for accurately probing tumor location, as well as effectively inhibiting tumor growth with minimal side effects to normal tissue. For fluorescence study, AIEgens should be used as aggregates, in which the restriction of such movements enables their excellent fluorescence properties. In contrast, for PAI/PTT application, AIEgens should be used in molecular state, and thus the energy dissipated from non-radiative decay can be efficiently utilized. In addition, some AIEgens-based nano-aggregates are in disordered amorphous form with loose packing, where molecular motions are still active, leading to high efficacies for PAI/PTT applications. It has also been demonstrated that nano-aggregates of compounds containing additional rotors obviously exhibit superior photoacoustic and photothermal signals than that of the analogue with fewer rotors [17, 39] . Evidently, AIEgens having inherent rotor-like twisted structure, strong absorbance at long wavelength and amorphous properties in the nano-aggregation state, could be extraordinary agents for PAI/PTT-involved theranostics. Fluorescence and PAI/PTT pathways are indeed conflicting, and fluorescence output has to be partially or totally abandoned when the aim is to promote PAI/PTT properties.
As a non-surgical and less invasive process for cancer therapy, PDT has gained increasing attention from both researchers and physicians, and has been clinically approved for eliminating malignant tumor cells with minimal invasiveness and precise controllability [40] [41] [42] [43] . In PDT applications, cancer cell apoptosis or cell death is synergistically triggered by deregulation of protein functions and oxidative modification of cellular macromolecules, which are induced by reactive oxygen species (ROS). Consequently, efficient ROS generation by photosensitizers (PSs) is crucial for PDT applications. AIEgens have been recently proven to be extremely efficient ROS generators as aggregates. As depicted in Figure 5 , AIEgens enjoy restriction of intramolecular motion upon aggregation, which minimizes loss of excited energy through non-radiative decay. Meanwhile, relaxation of the excited state is dominated by both fluorescence and intersystem crossing (ISC). In this process, the increased energy transferring from singlet state to triplet state would dramatically benefit the production of ROS, further promoting PDT applications. ROS generation enhancement in aggregates can also be demonstrated through a theory named aggregation-induced intersystem crossing (AI-ISC), which was established by Jiang and Zhang [44] . On the basis of theoretical simulations, it was observed that the process of forming aggregates of fluorophores can improve the energy match between excited singlet and triplet states, thereby reducing their energy gap (ΔEST). Consequently, the yield of the triplet excited state would be improved thanks to the promoted ISC rate, hence boosting ROS generation ( Figure 5 ). It seems reasonable that the minimization of excited energy loss through non-radiative decay and AI-ISC synergistically make aggregates of AIEgens well-performing ROS generators. More importantly, considering their significant fluorescence properties, AIEgens are promising as excellent theranostic materials for FLI-guided PDT application. Apart from mechanism theories, experimental measurements have also been carried out to verify the much higher ROS generation efficiency of AIE aggregates compared to molecular AIE species [45] , as well as to demonstrate the relationship between ΔE ST and ROS generation [46] . AIEgens TPDC, TPPDC and PPDC were smartly designed and found to exhibit orderly reduced ΔE ST values of 0.48, 0.35 and 0.27 eV, respectively ( Figure 6 ) [46] . 1 O 2 measurement was carried out using 9,10-anthracenediyl-bis(methylene) dimalonic acid (ABDA) as a 1 O 2 indicator, and employing Rose Bengal (RB) as the standard PS. The corresponding 1 O 2 quantum yields were measured to be 0.28, 0.32 and 0.89, solidly indicating that enhancing ISC efficiency obtained by the reduction of energy gap between the singlet and triplet excited states can improve 1 O 2 generation efficiency. In addition, in vitro experiments in HeLa cells showed that these pre-fabricated AIEgens-based NPs can be successfully used in cellular bio-imaging ( Figure 6B) ; Figure 6E -F depict that PPDC, with both the smallest ΔEST and the highest ROS generation efficiency, provided the best performance for cancer cell ablation through the PDT pathway compared to the others [46] . This study revealed that, guided by the established theory, predictable material performance can be achieved through molecular design.
Many other advantages of AIEgens in theranostics have also been witnessed in several aspects. Firstly, as one of the essential features of materials for bio-applications, good biocompatibility is significantly important. Unlike quantum dots having toxic metal atoms such as cadmium and mercury, AIEgens comprised of organic components usually exhibit good biocompatibility, which facilitates their applications in diagnosis and therapy [21, 25] . In addition, the use of AIEgens offers the opportunity to readily fine-tune the chemical and photophysical properties of theranostic platforms by deliberate modulation of the chemical structures of AIEgens and systematic variation of their substitution, because almost all the explored AIEgens are small organic molecules. Moreover, it was noticed that the nano-aggregate size of AIEgens generally ranges from dozens to hundreds of nanometers, which makes AIEgen NPs suitable for specifically accumulating in tumor tissue via the EPR effect. It has been demonstrated that the EPR effect can allow AIEgen NPs to accumulate in tumor tissue over normal tissues via leaky blood vessels surrounding the tumor [47] . Benefiting from the EPR effect, AIEgen NPs are capable of being utilized in specific imaging and therapy towards tumor without the requirement of extra targeting ligands [48] . Additionally, the remarkable fluorescence properties of AIEgens make them extraordinary for FLI, which is the most commonly used imaging modality in theranostics due to the merits of fluorescence technology. Therefore, FLI-involved theranostics can be facilely constructed through incorporating a therapeutic function. Furthermore, it has been reported that some drugs inherently exhibit AIE characteristics. For example, quercetin, a natural bioflavonoid that acts as an immune system modulator and potent polyphenol antioxidant, has been determined to be AIE-active and powerful for in vitro and in vivo bioimaging [49] . The AIE features of those drugs enable them to be ideal theranostic candidates.
Recent development

Fluorescence imaging (FLI)-guided photodynamic therapy (PDT)
Inspired by the high performance of AIEgens in both FLI and PDT, AIEgens have been extensively used in applications of FLI-guided PDT [37] . Some previously reported AIE-active fluorophores/PSs are shown in Scheme 1. They generally comprise electron-donor (D) and -acceptor (A) units to construct a conjugated structure with very strong D-A effect, which leads to separation of HOMO and LUMO distributions and decreased singlet-triplet energy gap simultaneously, resulting in high efficiency of ROS generation. Some of these AIEgens (such as AIE-mito-TPP and TPE-IQ-2O) are functionalized with pyridinium or triphenylphosphine, enabling AIEgens to selectively accumulate in mitochondria, which have been proven to be ideal sub-cellular organelles to deliver PDT.
High specificities of imaging and therapy towards lesions are crucial for FLI-guided PDT applications, because it can maximize therapeutic efficacy and minimize side effects. Targeted delivery of diagnostic and therapeutic agents is a great challenge in cancer treatment, and limited successes in FLI-guided PDT for cancer therapy have been reached by some driving forces, such as enzyme, non-enzyme protein, ROS, glutathione (GSH), slightly acidic microenvironment of tumor tissues, folate, membrane potential difference of mitochondria, and the EPR effect.
Proteins are a family of indispensable bio-macromolecules in living organisms, and their abnormal expression is usually associated with diseases. A series of proteins including Cathepsin B, HAase, MMP-14, MMP-2, NQO1, DT-diaphorase, PTK7, Caspase-3 and TfR, have been found to be expressed by tumor cells and successfully utilized as biomarkers to drive drug delivery and/or to monitor responses to cancer treatment [50] . As a promoter of almost all metabolic processes, enzymes can effectively activate theranostic materials prepared by ingenious design [51] . Cathepsin B, a lysosomal protease overexpressed in many types of cancer cells [52] , is able to specifically cleave the -Gly-PheLeu-Gly-(GFLG) peptide sequence [53] . αvβ3 integrin Scheme 1. Some of the reported AIEgens for FLI-guided PDT.
is another enzyme overexpressed in cancer cells, and it can selectively interact with cyclic arginine-glycine-aspartic acid (cRGD), which endows targeted drug delivery towards cancer cells [54] . Encouraged by these interesting properties of Cathepsin B and αvβ3 integrin, a dual-targeted enzyme-activatable bio-probe was designed and synthesized by Liu and co-workers ( Figure 7A ) [55] . This bio-probe is comprised of AIE fragment TPECM for both imaging and PDT, Cathepsin B-responsive GFLG peptide, αvβ3-attachable cRGD group and hydrophilic units. This bio-probe maintained a fluorescence "off" state and low level of ROS generation in aqueous environment, because its good hydrophilicity enabled it to be well dissolved in aqueous solution and the free intramolecular motions caused excitonic energy consumption. The dual-targeted functionality made the probe selectively accumulate in cancer cells. In addition, in situ cleavage of GFLG brought about the release, aggregation and "light up" emergence of TPECM, providing real-time cancer cell imaging with a high signal-to-noise ratio ( Figure 7B) . Furthermore, ROS production was simultaneously well-performed by the aggregated TPECM in cancer cells, leading to highly selective and efficient ablation of cancer cells [55] .
A non-enzymatic protein-activated FLI-guided PDT AIE theranostic system has also been explored by employing transferrin receptor (TfR), a type of transmembrane glycoprotein [56] . TfR is present in both normal and cancer cells, and its expression level increases with cell proliferation rate; thus, its quantity in cancer cells is much higher than that in normal cells. On the basis of this finding, early diagnosis of cancer could be achieved through quantitative detection of TfR [57, 58] . In addition, TfR has also been proven to be an excellent delivery target for therapeutic agents [59] . In 2016, a theranostic bio-probe (TPETH-2T7) was prepared by conjugating a red-emissive AIE moiety to T7 peptide that possessed a remarkable capability to bind with TfR (Figure 8 ) [60] . Free TPETH-2T7 was barely emissive, but it selectively illuminated TfR-overexpressed cancer cells over normal cells by showing red fluorescence in real time upon specific interaction with TfR, resulting from the restriction of intramolecular motions of TPETH. The high ROS generation efficiency of TPETH enabled effective application for photodynamic ablation of MDA-MB-231 cancer cells with light illumination, and both cell morphology changes and membrane disintegration were observed within a short period of light irradiation. This work exploited an efficient avenue for targeted delivery of theranostic reagents, specific imaging and killing of cancer cells by FLI-guided PDT [60] .
Apart from TfR, folate receptor (FR) is another non-enzymatic protein that has been utilized to achieve FR-targeted delivery of various theranostics [61, 62] , because FR is overexpressed in many types of cancer cells and the binding affinity of folate to FR is quite high [63] . A bio-probe was assembled by decorating red-emissive AIE dots (DPBA dots) with both folate and triphenylphosphine ( Figure 9 ) [64] . The former was employed to selectively internalize into FR-positive cancer cells; the latter endowed the probe with selective accumulation in mitochondria, which has been proven to be an ideal subcellular organelle to deliver PDT. By applying the dual-targeted strategy, AIE dots specifically illuminated the mitochondria of cancer cells, and produced abundant ROS in situ that lead to mitochondrial dysfunction and consequently triggered cell apoptosis and death (Figure 9 ). This strategy thus opened up new opportunities to explore theranostic agents for accurate delivery and efficient therapy [64] .
It is known that excessive ROS can trigger cell apoptosis or cell death by deregulation of protein functions and/or oxidative modification of cellular macromolecules [43] . Actually, a low balanced level of ROS under normal physiology is essential for various biological processes including cell homeostasis, proliferation, signaling and aging. In addition, as a result of some factors including mitochondrial malfunction, oncogenic stimulation and increased metabolic activity, cancer cells have higher levels of ROS than normal cells [65] . The difference in ROS levels favors the development of tumor-targeted imaging and therapy. On the other hand, some chemical units, such as aminoacrylate (AA), can be cleaved by ROS, further providing stimulated responses such as turn-on fluorescence, which could be used to achieve diagnostic imaging of cancer cells. For example, a theranostic compound (named TPETP-AA-Rho-cRGD) containing red-emissive AIE-active unit, 1 O 2 -cleavable linker AA, green-emissive 1 O 2 -responsive rhodol fragment and cRGD, was successfully constructed ( Figure 10 ) [66] . The existence of TPETP endowed the compound with red emission in aqueous solution; thus, it possesses a self-tracking function. With the assistance of cRGD, TPETP-AARho-cRGD specifically targeted αvβ3-overexpressing cancer cells. Furthermore, ROS that was efficiently produced by TPETP upon light irradiation rapidly reduced DA-MB-231 cell viability, and a half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) of 8.3 μM was determined. In comparison, the IC 50 of the probe was 219.1 μM in dark conditions. The high ratio of IC 50 values in the dark and upon light irradiation indicated its great potential as an excellent therapeutic agent. More importantly, by exploiting this theranostic platform, real-time in situ monitoring of ROS production during PDT application of cancer cells was smoothly accomplished [66] .
The tripeptide glutathione (GSH) is another driving force for conducting diagnostic imaging of cancer cells. GSH is a critical biomolecule in a variety of cellular processes including cell metabolism, antioxidant defense, cell differentiation, as well as balancing detoxification and antioxidation of many cellular functions [67] . It has been demonstrated that GSH is overexpressed in many cancer cells over normal cells [68] . As disulfide bond is responsive to GSH, it has been employed as a linker between AIEgens and cancer cell-targeting agents. A novel bio-probe was proposed in this way, in which the disulfide bond can be cleaved by intracellular GSH of cancer cells. Meanwhile, the released AIEgens aggregated and illuminated cancer cells, achieving real-time monitoring of PS activation. In addition, the generation of ROS by AIEgens was remarkably promoted by light illumination, and targeted cancer cell ablation was realized [69] . Later on, Liu's group [70] reported a bio-probe TPETF-NQ-cRGD composed of a red-emissive chromophore PS (TPETF) with AIE characteristics, cRGD tripeptide for targeting cancer cells and the fluorescence quencher moiety 2,4-dinitrobenzenesulfonyl chloride (NQ) ( Figure  11A ). The probe was originally non-emissive in the physiological pH range. After the probe simultaneously targeted cRGD-GSH dual-overexpressed cancer cells and was in situ treated with GSH, bright fluorescence emerged and remained constant, owing to the elimination of NQ quencher by GSH. Moreover, the authors demonstrated that cancer cells could be completely ablated when 32 μM of the probe was irradiated with white light for 3 min at a power density of 0.25 W/cm 2 . In this work, both recognition and ablation of cancer cells were achieved by using the dual-targeted bio-probe [70] . Tumor tissues have lower extracellular pH values (6.5 to 6.9) than normal tissues, presenting a slightly acidic nature [71] . This phenomenon is attributed to the excess accumulation of lactic acid in extracellular milieu resulting from the more active glycolysis and proton-pump activities on plasma membranes of cancer cells than that of normal cells [72, 73] . It has been speculated that the slightly acidic nature of tumor tissues could be useful for the development of cancer theranostic materials that are designed to have enhanced imaging signals and therapeutic activities under slightly acidic conditions compared with neutral conditions. Obviously, the development of pH-responsive theranostics that are activatable in the pH range of 6.5 to 6.9, is a great challenge. Additionally, lysosome is an important cellular organelle that features a weakly acidic environment (pH 4.5-5.0), which is commonly used as a target for pH-responsive cancer diagnosis. As illustrated in Figure 12 , an AIEgen-involved pH-activatable probe that can provide a fluorescence change upon uptake by cancer cells and entrapment in lysosomes was developed [74] . The probe (PLL-g-PEG/DPA/TPS/PheA-cRGD) was mainly composed of an AIE fluorophore (TPS), an ACQ PS pheophorbide (PheA), a pH-responsive diisopropylamino (DPA), and cRGD tripeptide for targeting cancer cells with overexpressed αvβ3 integrin. At physiological conditions (pH 7.4), NPs of this probe were formed that emit green fluorescence from TPS fragments. Upon uptake by cancer cells, these NPs were selectively entrapped in lysosomes; then, the acidic environment promoted protonation of DPA, making the NPs disassemble. Consequently, the probe in single molecular state showed red fluorescence of PheA, and the produced ROS led to disruption of the lysosomal membrane and cell apoptosis. Interestingly, the green fluorescence of TPS could be restored following leakage of the probe from lysosomes to cytoplasm, which has a pH value of 7.2. This probe design thus represents an advanced strategy for achieving therapeutic response [74] . It has been verified that the mitochondrial membrane potential of cancer cells is higher than that of normal cells, and such difference can be utilized for cancer cells discrimination and selective therapy ( Figure 13A ). Some AIEgens containing positive charges, such as AIE-mito-TPP and TPE-IQ-2O (Scheme 1), were prepared and employed as imaging agents for selectively staining cancer cell mitochondria [75] [76] [77] . Tang's group [77] prepared the AIE-active TPE-IQ-2O, which is positively charged and comprised of pyridinium and a TPE unit. TPE-IQ-2O did not emit light in culture medium, but it was able to selectively accumulate in and light up mitochondria in cancer cells over normal cells, mainly owing to the difference in mitochondrial membrane potential ( Figure 13B ). In addition, the high capability of TPE-IQ-2O for ROS generation enabled it to be a remarkable therapeutic agent for PDT application. More importantly, selective killing of cancer cells was realized, benefiting from its specific accumulation in cancer cells ( Figure 13C ) [77] . This presented system needs neither any additional targeting group nor PS, thus representing a simply fabricated and significantly useful theranostic system for cancer diagnosis imaging and therapy.
The EPR effect, which allows macromolecules and nanomaterials to accumulate in tumor tissue over normal tissues via leaky blood vessels surrounding the tumor, is one of the most extensively used driving forces for targeted imaging and therapy [47, 78] . Some AIE dots have been recently prepared and utilized in FLI-PDT applications for cancer treatment that involve the EPR effect for targeted delivery [48, 79] . Liu and co-workers [48] synthesized an NIR-emissive AIEgen (named TPETCAQ, and the structure is shown in Scheme 1) with relatively long-wavelength absorption.
TPETCAQ NPs were fabricated through a nanoprecipitation strategy with assistance from amphiphilic copolymer 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[methoxy (polyethylene glycol)] (DSPE-PEG) as the encapsulation matrix. In addition, aiming to improve the cellular internalization efficiency, a cell membrane penetration peptide (RKKRRQRRRC) was grafted on the surface of TPETCAQ NPs. The assembled TPETCAQ NPs stained 4T1-luc cancer cells, and specifically illuminated tumor tissue of mice via the EPR effect (Figure 14 A, D) . Moreover, TPETCAQ NPs were determined to be an excellent PS for ROS generation with even surprisingly higher efficiency than Ce6, which is one of the most efficient PSs reported so far. In vivo experiments revealed that the cytotoxicity of TPETCAQ NPs was negligible under dark conditions, while the cell viability remarkably decreased upon light irradiation ( Figure 14B) . In vivo antitumor evaluation of TPETCAQ NPs on 4T1-luc tumor-bearing mice showed that TPETCAQ NPs were able to significantly reduce tumor size, indicating their high therapeutic efficacy for PDT [48] . These exciting results created new opportunities for the development of clinical PDT.
In the field of FLI-guided therapy, one of the urgent challenges facing scientists now is how to overcome the low penetration depth of light in biological tissue. In this context, two-photon PDT (TP-PDT) has recently emerged on the basis of the rapid expansion of two-photon imaging, and has displayed great potential for practical applications [80] . It has been demonstrated that TP-PDT successfully achieves treatment of deeper tumors and tiny pathologic regions with minimal photo-damage to the surrounding normal tissue, benefiting from the higher penetration depth and better spatial selectivity [80, 81] . In 2017, the groups of Liu and Qian [82, 83] reported two AIE theranostic systems for FLI-guided TP-PDT. As depicted in Figure 15 , cell membrane penetrating peptide-modified AIE dots (T-TPEDC dots) were readily fabricated [83] . Their two-photon absorption (TPA) cross section was 3500 GM at 850 nm, which was extremely large compared to other two-photon materials, offering great potential for TP-PDT. In order to assess the TP-PDT efficacy of T-TPEDC dots, the populations of viable and necrotic cells were measured by Calcein-AM/propidium iodide (PI) double staining. It was found that HeLa cells outside the scanned areas exhibited green fluorescence from Calcein-AM, suggesting good biocompatibility and negligible cytotoxicity of T-TPEDC dots under dark conditions. With the increase of scan numbers in the scanned area, the population of PI-positive necrotic cells generally increased (Figure 15C-E) . Furthermore, selective in vivo closure of brain blood vessels was performed in vivo using TP-PDT. The results showed that two-photon light irradiation enabled the scanned area to exhibit very weak fluorescence, while the fluorescence intensity of surrounding blood vessels was constant throughout the irradiation ( Figure   15F-G) , indicating the high spatial selectivity and efficient ROS generation of the TP-PDT strategy for in vivo experiments [83] .
In summary, a series of AIEgen-based theranostic materials have been explored for FLI-guided PDT. These materials generally possess bright fluorescence emission, high photostability, good chemical stability, excellent targeted accumulation in cancer cells or tumor tissue with the aid of specific targeting components, great therapeutic efficacy especially for in vitro evaluation thanks to their remarkable ROS generation efficiency, as well as high spatial selectivity of therapy resulting from the use of TP-PDT. Absolutely, other conceptually new approaches to design AIEgens for FLI-guided PDT applications will be devised shortly. However, since AIEgens are newly explored materials in the field of theranostics, the utilization of AIE-involved PDT is still at a very early stage. Considering the unclear safety level of AIEgens in humans, further clinical use of AIE PS will be a long-term goal requiring great efforts. 
Chemiluminescence imaging (CLI)-guided chemiexcited PDT
Unlike fluorescence that refers to light emission of a substance by the absorption of light or other electromagnetic radiation, chemiluminescence is light emission without the requirement of an external excitation source. As the result of energy release from a chemical reaction, chemiluminescence is usually conducted by employing a high-energy compound and H2O2 as reagents. The electronic excited state of chemiluminescence is the product of a chemical reaction rather than that of the absorption of a photon. Compared with traditional fluorescence imaging, chemiluminescence imaging holds distinct advantages such as in situ activation, deeper tissue penetration, higher signal-to-noise ratio and avoidance of damage caused by an external excitation source, making it a promising tool for in vivo diagnosis [84, 85] . Moreover, chemiluminescence has been demonstrated to be an appropriate candidate for specific tumor imaging because the amount of H2O2 inside solid tumors is generally higher than that inside normal tissue [86] .
In 2017, Liu's group [87] reported the first example of in vivo CLI-guided chemiexcited PDT by using AIEgens as the PS. In this work, C-TBD NPs were prepared by co-encapsulation of F-127, soybean oil, AIEgen TBD, and bis [2,4,5-trichloro-6-(pentyloxycarbonyl) phenyl] oxalate (CPPO) ( Figure  16A) . Each component played an indispensable role in CLI-guided chemiexcited PDT, especially TBD and CPPO: TBD was selected as the PS considering its long-wavelength emission and great capability for ROS production; CPPO was used to react with H2O2, yielding the high-energy (Figure 16B-C) . It was described that the ROS generated via the chemiexcitation process can moderately inhibit the growth of tumor. Furthermore, the addition of β-phenylethyl isothiocyanate (FEITC) was demonstrated to be able to enhance both chemiluminescence signals of the tumor and anti-tumor efficacy as a result of elevated H2O2 production at the tumor site; in particular, the enhancement of anti-tumor efficacy was remarkably obvious ( Figure 16D ) [87] . This contribution provided a novel strategy for nanomaterials in cancer imaging and accurate non-invasive tumor therapy by using AIEgens, representing one of the breakthroughs in the area of AIE-based theranostics. On the other hand, it was noticed that the low persistence of chemiluminescence signal compared with FLI could be an issue hampering the practical application of CLI-guided chemiexcited PDT, driving scientists to contribute more efforts to this interesting field.
FLI-guided chemotherapy (CHT)
As an extensively used clinical method for cancer treatment, CHT is usually performed by interfering with biological processes including DNA replication, transcription and cell division, through many small chemical compounds such as doxorubicin (DOX), camptothecin (CPT), paclitaxel, S-crizotinib, gemcitabine, 7-ethyl-10-hydroxycamptothecin (SN-38) and etoposide. The key to developing contemporary CHT-based theranostic systems is exploiting extraordinary drug delivery systems, aiming to achieve specific delivery of drugs for both enhancing therapeutic effects and evading side effects [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] , drug distribution monitoring, drug activation monitoring, and therapeutic response monitoring [93, 94] .
Encouraged by the great properties of AIEgens in FLI, some AIE-based theranostic platforms have been utilized in the area of FLI-guided CHT in the past few years. These platforms can be divided into three types: therapeutic agents along with AIE features, drugs connected with AIEgens by chemical bonds, and drugs encapsulated in AIEgens. The AIEgens could be pure organic compounds, metal complexes or metal nanoclusters.
In 2016, Tang's group [95] developed a novel therapeutic agent having AIE features. This therapeutic agent (TPE-TMX; Figure 17A ) was designed on the basis of tamoxifen (TMX), which is a clinically used drug for breast cancer treatment that modulates estrogen receptor (ER) [96] . Replacement of an ethyl group by a phenyl ring enabled TPE-TMX to exhibit AIE features, which made it suitable for cell imaging. In such a way, cellular-level distribution and functions of TMX could be readily monitored. Unmodified TMX was invisible in cells in comparison ( Figure 17B) . Cell imaging experiments revealed that TPE-TMX could specifically target lysosomes of breast MCF-7 cancer cells, showing bright blue emission. Remarkably, the therapeutic efficacy of TPE-TMX was comparative to that of TMX. In addition, TPE-TMX exclusively inhibited the cell viability of MCF-7 cancer cells instead of other cell lines including HeLa, ER-negative MDA-MB-23, and Cos-7 cells ( Figure  17E-F) . The outstanding performance of TPE-TMX enabled it to be a promising theranostic agent for FLI-guided CHT in breast cancer treatment. The results presented in this work will guide the development of AIE-active drugs, thus establishing insights into pharmodynamics, as well as realizing distribution monitoring [95] .
Apart from drugs with AIE features, various theranostic molecules (as shown in Scheme 2) that are composed of an AIE unit, targeting moiety and drug/prodrug, have been prepared and applied in FLI-guided CHT [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] . The applied drugs include DOX, chlorambucil, cisplatin and gemcitabine. In some reported systems, responsive and activatable fragments were also conjugated. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that the use of prodrugs is one of the effective tools to realize maximal drug safety. These prodrugs are inactive before targeting to lesions, and their pharmaceutical activities can be restored after contacting lesions. As depicted in Figure 18 , The pre-synthesized theranostic compound PyTPE-Pt-D5-cRGD contains four fragments: an AIEgen, Pt(IV) prodrug of the anticancer drug cisplatin [99] , a hydrophilic unit and cRGD. It was observed that PyTPE-Pt-D5-cRGD was non-emissive and highly stable under exposure to cellular proteins, and it exhibited great capability for specific targeting to αvβ3-overexpressing cancer cells with the assistance of cRGD. After staining cancer cells, Pt(IV) prodrug was gradually reduced by ascorbic acid to yield the active Pt(II) drug and released the AIE unit PyTPE, which formed aggregates and emitted light in cells. Through this fluorescence turn-on process, intracellular prodrug reduction can be easily monitored. Cytotoxicity evaluation revealed that PyTPE-Pt-D5-cRGD could efficiently cause cancer cell ablation with a low IC 50 of 30.2 μM. In contrast, the counterparts of PyTPE-Pt-D5-cRGD (PyTPE-Pt-D5
and PyTPE-C6-D5-cRGD) did not show obvious cytotoxicity towards cancer cells, due to the respective absence of targeting unit and prodrug ( Figure 18E) . In this work, the light-up nature of AIEgen with aggregation was smartly used for monitoring the prodrug activation processes [98] . In another report, the group of Stang [101] designed and prepared an AIE-active supramolecular metallacage on the basis of their previous contributions [102, 103] , and successfully utilized it as a theranostic molecule for cancer diagnosis and therapy. The TPE-contained metallacage was assembled by multicomponent coordination, then was encapsulated into NPs by using both DSPE-PEG and biotin-PEG-DSPE as polymer matrixes (Figure 19) . In vitro and in vivo experiments showed that the obtained NPs selectively targeted biotin receptor-overexpressing cancer cells via receptor-mediated endocytosis, and they specifically accumulated in tumor tissue over normal tissues and selectively illuminated tumors of nude mice bearing HeLa cancer, because of the EPR effect. In addition, these NPs significantly inhibited tumor growth, and their therapeutic efficacy was even higher than commonly used Pt(II) anticancer drugs such as oxaliplatin, carboplatin, and cisplatin [101] . Some AIE-active amphiphilic polymers have been prepared and applied as matrixes to encapsulate drugs, yielding corresponding materials for nanotheranostics. As shown in Figure 20 , polymers TPE-mPEG, TPE-hydrazone-mTPE and Dextranhydrazone-TPE were synthesized by Wang et al. [104] [105] [106] [107] , who demonstrated that these polymers were able to self-assemble into micelles, with the encapsulation of DOX providing blue-emissive NPs. Cellular experiments revealed that these formed NPs located in endo/lysosomes of cells after cellular uptake; in addition, the encapsulated DOX was released from these NPs in endo/lysosomes due to the acidic microenvironment. Meanwhile, the fluorescence of TPE was boosted in acidic endo/lysosomes because of termination of the energy transfer between TPE and DOX resulting from the cleavage of the hydrazone bond. Importantly, the drug-loaded NPs displayed dose-dependent cytotoxicity to cancer cells. It has been reported that an AIE-active amphiphilic polymer having both efficient ROS generation capability and ROS-cleavable thioketal linker can be utilized to encapsulate DOX, forming emissive NPs (AIE-NPs/DOX) with light-responsive property [108] . Delivery of DOX could be clearly monitored, and the results revealed that DOX was initially trapped by endo/lysosome trapping and subsequently released to the cell cytoplasm. Moreover, with white light illumination, the generated ROS caused endo-lysosomal membrane rupture and NPs decomposition, both of which promoted the DOX release process, and remarkably improved intracellular DOX accumulation and retention in cells. The IC50 of AIE-NPs/DOX was 12% of that of free DOX in dark condition and 32% under white light irradiation, indicating the significantly enhanced therapeutic effect caused by light illumination. This exemplary light-controllable drug release would provide a useful strategy to overcome the issue of drug resistance of cancer cells [108] .
Apart from AIE-active amphiphilic polymers, some Au nanoclusters have been demonstrated to be AIE-active and have emerged as a promising platform for developing theranostic systems [109, 110] . Self-assembly of GSH-stabilized Au nanoclusters (Au-GSH NCs) can be smoothly conducted by employing cationic polymer poly(allyl amine hydrochloride) (PAH) as mediator, and corresponding Au NPs with a mean diameter size of 120 nm were readily constructed [111] . As depicted in Figure 21 , cross-linking of Au-GSH NCs leads to fluorescence quantum yield enhancement from 7% to 25%, suggesting typical AEE features. The NPs exhibited pH-dependent swelling and shrinking properties in the pH range of 6 to 10, probably resulting from Coulombic interactions between Au-GSH NCs and PAH. To investigate the drug delivery property of this Au NCs system, peptides and antibodies were employed as the substrates for in vitro experiments. The results showed that the cellular uptake capability of Au NPs was much better than that of free Au NCs. In comparison to free biomolecules, 1.7-fold and 6.5-fold enhanced cellular uptake of peptides and antibodies were detected by using the Au NPs as drug carriers. Their high brightness, good biocompatibility, excellent stability and remarkable drug-carrying property make these presented Au NPs powerful for theranostic applications [111] .
Ingenious use of AIE-based theranostic system is capable of achieving drug distribution monitoring. It has been reported that TPE-DOX NPs can be simply fabricated via electrostatic interactions between TPE NPs and DOX [112, 113] . Liang's group [114] demonstrated that spatiotemporal visualization of DOX distribution could be successfully performed by using self-indicating TPE-DOX NPs based on different emission colors of TPE NPs, DOX and TPE-DOX NPs. As shown in Figure  22 , by applying this self-indicating drug delivery system, drug distribution monitoring and release can be easily realized by observing the transition of those different colors in fluorescence microscopy images. TPE-DOX NPs with purple color were first taken up by cells and located in lysosomes, in which pH-sensitive DOX detached from TPE-DOX NPs due to the low internal pH microenvironment. The released DOX in red color escaped from the lysosomes and entered the nuclei, which is the site for DOX therapeutic activity. Meanwhile, blue-emissive TPE NPs without loaded DOX remained in the cytoplasm. The therapeutic effect of TPE NPs, DOX and TPE-DOX NPs was further evaluated by MTT assay of MCF-7s breast cancer cells, and showed that TPE NPs exhibited negligible cytotoxicity even at a concentration as high as 100 µM. Moreover, TPE-DOX NPs provided better performance in terms of inhibiting proliferation of cancer cells than free DOX due to the higher concentration of DOX in TPE-DOX NPs-treated cells than that of free DOX-treated cells, indicating their effective drug delivery property. The authors demonstrated that the improved drug delivery efficiency can be attributed to efficient interaction between cell membrane and TPE-DOX NPs with high lipophilicity. Side effects of drugs are one of the limitations of chemotherapeutic drugs in clinical applications. The use of non-toxic prodrugs with latent cytotoxic activity has been recognized to be a useful strategy to address this limitation [115] . Exploration of a system that can simultaneously realize accurate delivery of the prodrugs to cancer cells, monitoring of prodrugs delivery, drug activation in cancer cell microenvironment and real-time monitoring of drug activation is highly desirable for cancer theranostics. To achieve this goal, conjugation of the prodrug with a fluorophore targeting ligand through a cancerous microenvironment-responsive linker is a commonly used protocol. With aid of the targeting ligand and responsive linker, prodrugs can specifically accumulate in cancer cells or tumor, and subsequently be activated, while the fluorescence change can be observed upon drug activation, offering a semi-quantitative readout of active drugs. Non-toxic Pt(IV) complexes have been used as prodrugs of their Pt(II) counterparts (such as cisplatin) with chemo-drug nature [116] . Tang and Liu et al. [99] developed an AIE-active compound containing Pt(IV) unit, cRGD fragment, AIE moiety, and hydrophilic aspartic acid. This compound was non-emissive in aqueous media due to energy consumption of the excited state through nonradiative pathways, and it was capable of selectively entering integrin-overexpressing cancer cells (MDA-MB-231 cells) thanks to the existence of the cRGD fragment. The presented probe was reduced intracellularly to generate the toxic Pt(II) drug, resulting in decomposition of this probe. Upon decomposition, the released AIE moiety with poor hydrophilicity aggregated in cells and provided strong emission. In the developed system, quantitative analysis of the active drug concentration was straightforwardly achieved, benefiting from the "light-up" features of AIEgens. Later on, another AIEgen-based theranostic agent containing two prodrugs was further designed and constructed [117] . As shown in Figure 23 , the agent was comprised of Pt(IV) prodrug, DOX, TPE and cRGD, and exhibited red fluorescence from DOX due to energy transfer from blue-emissive TPE to red-emissive DOX. Upon drug activation in endo/lysosomes, both TPE and DOX were released from the probe, and Pt(IV) prodrug was reduced to cisplatin. Through drug activation, the blue emission of TPE was intensified within 2 h in cytoplasm, and the red fluorescence of DOX was observed within 6 h in nuclei, indicating visual drug activation. More importantly, synergistic anticancer effect was achieved by using these two drugs. The IC50 of this theranostic agent against MDA-MB-231 cells was 0.69 mM, while DOX and cisplatin provided much higher IC 50 values of 1.6 and 18.1 mM, respectively. These interesting features including prodrug tracking, real-time drug activation monitoring and synergistic anticancer effect of two drugs made this theranostic agent a powerful cancer therapy [117] . Shin and co-workers [118] developed an AIE-active and activatable prodrug, which was able to selectively target mitochondria of cancer cells driven by triphenylphosphonium group. Interestingly, this prodrug can be activated by NAD(P)H:quinone oxidoreductase-1 (NQO1) enzyme in cells via the cascade reactions involving reduction, cyclization and elimination of quinine. As the result of prodrug activation, AIE scaffold were released and aggregated to intensely emit light upon photo excitation, remarkably achieving prodrug activation monitoring. In addition, both in vitro and in vivo results revealed that the use of this AIEgen can synchronously reach sub-organellespecific targeting, tissue-selective localization, enzymatic activation of drugs and prodrug activation visualization, suggesting an efficient theranostic system [118] .
Apart from monitoring drug distribution and prodrug activation, an ideal theranostic agent should also achieve therapeutic response monitoring, which is significantly critical in clinical applications because the function of therapeutic response monitoring enables theranostic agents to in real time evaluate therapeutic regimes in situ and further guide therapeutic decisions. So far, MRI is the most widely used clinical method to evaluate the therapeutic effect of cancer therapy. Moreover, MRI is time-consuming and has low sensitivity; thus, it is unsatisfactory for early-stage cancer diagnosis. In this context, AIEgen-based theranostics involving FLI-guided CHT offer a new opportunity for the development of powerful therapeutic agents having the function of therapeutic response monitoring.
It has been demonstrated that cancer cell apoptosis is related to caspase enzyme activation [119] , and some AIEgens have been utilized as powerful tools for monitoring cell apoptosis by detecting caspase enzyme activation. These AIEgens, however, cannot be used to accurately estimate therapeutic response to drugs on site, mainly because of the different subcellular locations of probe and drug [120, 121] . In this context, Tang and Liu's groups prepared a prodrug containing a Pt(IV) unit, cRGD tripeptide, an AIE-active tetraphenylsilole (TPS) fluorophore and Asp-Glu-Val-Asp (DEVD) (Figure 24 ) [122] . DEVD is a peptide sequence that can be specifically cleaved by a cysteine protease caspase-3, in which its activation has been recognized to be one of the most popular pathways of therapeutic drug-induced apoptosis. As depicted in Figure 24 , the prodrug was able to be delivered to overexpressed αvβ3 integrin on cancer cells because of the specific affinity of cRGD to α v β 3 integrin. Pt(II) drug was then generated by the reduction of Pt(IV) prodrug in cancer cells. Meanwhile, the prodrug decomposed and released the apoptosis sensor TPS-DEVD. The in situ-produced Pt(II) drug triggered cell apoptosis and activated caspase-3 enzyme to cleave the DEVD peptide sequence. As a result, the hydrophobic TPS moiety was released and aggregated in cells, producing turn-on emission, which can be used for real-time imaging of Pt(II)-induced apoptosis in situ, as well as accurate evaluation of therapeutic response to the specific anticancer drug [122] . This report demonstrated a well-designed approach for monitoring drug-induced cellular apoptosis, which opened new opportunities for evaluating therapeutic responses to anticancer drugs. Aiming to enhance the therapeutic efficiency of drugs, adjuvants have been widely employed in CHT. Tang and Ding's groups [123] reported for the first time an AIE-active adjuvant named TPE-Py-FFGYSA, which was composed of a TPE fragment, FFG tripeptide and a peptide sequence YSAYPDSVPMMS (YSA) (Figure 25) . The FFG unit does not only play a role as a linker between TPE and YSA, but is also capable of promoting the AIE performance of TPE-Py-FFGYSA as well, resulting from more efficient restriction of intramolecular motions (RIM) thanks to the existence of an aromatic capping group in FFG. YSA was demonstrated to be a targeting ligand that can selectively bind with EphA2 (a transmembrane receptor tyrosine kinase)-overexpressing cancer cells. Due to its good hydrophilicity, TPE-Py-FFGYSA was weakly emissive in aqueous solution, but its fluorescence was turned on once it specifically targeted the EphA2-overexpressing prostate PC-3 cancer cells. In a preliminary experiment of cancer cell therapy, Ptx was utilized as a CHT agent, and the IC50 value was determined to be 75.9 nM. Remarkably, the combination of Ptx with TPE-Py-FFGYSA provided a much lower IC 50 value (7.8 nM) under light irradiation ( Figure 25B) . In comparison, TPE-Py-FFGYSA alone cannot cause cell death under the same conditions. The authors demonstrated that an intracellular oxidative environment, which was produced by the ROS generation of TPE-Py-FFGYSA upon light illumination, can favor the cytotoxicity enhancement of Ptx against PC-3, thus achieving a synergistic effect of "0 + 1 > 1" [123] . The distinguishing feature of this AIE-active adjuvant could overcome the insensitivity problem of some cancer cells to Ptx drug.
FLI-guided radiotherapy (RT)
As a first-line therapeutic strategy, radiotherapy (RT), which delivers a high-energy dose of ionizing radiation to the tumor site, has been extensively used as a principle or synergetic tool for therapy of various cancers [124] . However, the resistance of cancer cells to radiation often causes failure of radiotherapy in the clinic [125] . To address this challenging task, scientists have devoted enthusiastic efforts, and found that adjuvants (also called radiosensitizers) are potentially promising because of their capability to make cancer cells more sensitive to radiotherapy [126] . Chemotherapeutics (such as paclitaxel and cisplatin) and Au NPs are two kinds of radiosensitizers in clinical and research use, but their defects have been recognized. For example, chemotherapeutics commonly cause severe side effects, which make patients suffer; Au NPs exhibit minimal toxicity but lack consensus on the optimum formulation of size and shape, which significantly hinders their clinical translation [127] .
Based on the previous work on AIE adjuvant-assisted FLI-guided CHT [123] , an AIE-active adjuvant was developed [128] , which possesses mitochondrion-specific staining and could efficiently produce ROS with light irradiation. The in situ-generated ROS created an intracellular oxidative environment, which was capable of significantly sensitizing cancer cells to ionizing radiation, making the AIEgen (DPA-SCP, in Figure 26A ) an outstanding radiosensitizer. DPA-SCP, which was facilely synthesized through a few-steps reaction, was comprised of a pyridinium moiety (working as A), a cyano group (working as A), a carbon-carbon double bond (π-bridge), and a triphenylamine segment (D), which provided extremely high D-A strength. In the structure of DPA-SCP, the pyridinium moiety with positive charge not only played a role as electron accepting unit, but also enabled it to specifically target mitochondria. With white light irradiation, the DPA-SCP accumulated in the mitochondria generated 1 O 2 . Unlike PDT, which involves 1 O 2 generated by AIEgens upon light irradiation resulting in the ablation of cancer cells, in the AIEgen-based FLI-guided RT application, the generated 1 O 2 from AIEgen did not cause the ablation of cancer cells but rather significantly raised the radiosensitivity of the cancer cells to ionizing radiation, suggesting a synergistic effect of "0 + 1 > 1". Remarkably, the combination of DPA-SCP and light illumination provided much higher sensibilization efficiency of radiotherapy towards A549 cancer cells than both Au NPs and paclitaxel (Figure 25 ) [128] . This successful example of AIE theranostics design will provide a blueprint for the next generation of radiosensitizers for radiotherapy in vivo, as well as clinical applications. 
FLI-guided gene therapy (GT)
Gene therapy has emerged as a promising protocol for cancer treatment through delivering nucleic acid into diseased cells [129] . The vector is one of the key components of a gene therapy system, because it can adequately avoid the nucleasemediated degradation of nucleic acids, and assist their delivery into cells. To date, various vectors possessing pH-, enzymes-, reducing agents-, or light-responsive features have been widely developed. However, the exploration of vectors with the function of monitorable transfection process, high transfection efficiency and high bio-safety remains challenging [130] . The discovery of AIE opened a new avenue to develop well-performing vectors for gene therapy, because the use of AIE-active vectors would facilitate tracking of gene drug distribution, ensuring accurate drug delivery.
RNA interference (RNAi) has been extensively studied and employed in cancer therapy [131] . In the process of RNAi, a sequence of specific double-stranded RNA is utilized to inhibit gene expression or translation by initiating degradation of a targeted messenger RNA (mRNA) [132] . As ideal alternatives of viral vectors, some NPs have been successfully used as safe carrier systems with high transfection efficiency, while concurrently delivering synthetic small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) into the targeted cells. In this context, some AIEgen-based NPs have been prepared and employed as vectors in gene therapy. Far-red-emissive AIE NPs having high biocompatibility were fabricated by using both Pluronics F127 and PEGylated phospholipid as stabilizers, and applied as nanovectors for gene silencing of mutant K-ras in pancreatic cancer cells [133] . Efficient transfection of siRNA was confirmed by fluorescence imaging of AIE NPs. Moreover, it was observed that the AIEgen-involving gene therapy system significantly suppressed the expression of the mutant K-ras oncogene from pancreatic cancer cells, suggesting the high potential application of AIE nanovectors for cancer treatment through gene therapy.
Some AIE-active PS-based NPs have been utilized as vectors carrying nucleic acids for gene therapy or synergistic PDT and gene silencing therapy [134, 135] . Li and Liu's groups [134] developed a novel nanovector comprising oligoethylenimine (OEI) and PS with both intense red emission and AIE features. These nanovectors can efficiently carry DNA through electrostatic interactions. In addition, with visible light illumination, the generated ROS destroyed the endo/lysosomal membrane. As a result, the unpacking and delivery of DNA were remarkably enhanced, indicating a light-controlled gene delivery system [134] . Later on, a theranostic system involving FLI-guided synergistic PDT and gene silencing therapy was reported by the same group [135] . The theranostic system consisted of an AIE unit (TTD), a small interfering vascular endothelial growth factor (siVEGF), and a cRGD unit (Figure 27) . It was observed that the siVEGF-TTD NPs were capable of selectively accumulating in αvβ3 integrinoverexpressing cancer cells thanks to the existence of the cRGD unit. Upon light irradiation, the siVEGF-TTD NPs efficiently produced ROS, which ablated cancer cells via a PDT pathway. Meanwhile the VEGF siRNA was carried by the nanovectors and transfected into cancer cells to downregulate VEGF mRNA and protein expressions, offering extraordinary therapeutic efficiency via synergistic PDT-gene therapies [135] . 
FLI-guided antibiosis
With the development of human living standards, health issues have captivated much interest. Pathogen prevention and infection treatment are two important branches of healthcare, and antibiotics are the most extensively used reagents for them. Considering the rapid emergence of antibiotic resistance, development of new antibiotics remains an urgently needed and challenging task [136] . AIEgens have in this context emerged as new platforms against drug-resistant bacteria, and have provided promising tools to investigate drug resistance mechanisms.
Tang's group [137] synthesized an orange-emissive positively charged AIEgen, and utilized it for bacteria imaging. It was found that the AIEgen was capable of staining both Gram-positive and -negative bacteria using a 1μM of concentration without the involvement of a washing process, giving high signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio imaging. More importantly, the AIEgen was successfully employed for bacterial susceptibility evaluation and antibiotics screening. The results showed that it was a reliable and effective method, allowing screening completion within 5 h, which was much shorter than that of traditional methods including broth microdilution, disk diffusion and agar dilution [137] . Additionally, it has been reported that a counterpart of this AIEgen named TPE-Bac can not only be used for bacterial imaging with a washing-free procedure, but also for bacteria killing (Figure 28 ) [138] . TPE-Bac possessed slight dark toxicity towards both Gram-positive and -negative bacteria, which was attributed to damage of membrane integrity caused by intercalation of amphiphilic TPE-Bac into the bacterial membrane. Surprisingly, upon room light irradiation, the bacteria elimination efficiency of TPE-Bac was remarkably enhanced. With the increase of irradiation time, the bacteria viability gradually decreased, and the bacteria elimination was almost complete with room light illumination for 1 h, indicating light-enhanced and -controllable bacteria killing. In the process, TPE-Bac played a role as a PS to generate ROS, which resulted in the efficient bacteria elimination. It is believed that this report offered a novel direction for developing new antibiotics, as well as a promising pathway against drug-resistant bacteria [138] .
In another report, Xie and Ramström et al. [139] designed and synthesized an antibacterial compound with AIE characteristics. The compound having twisted structure contained ciprofloxacin, a perfluoroaryl ring, and a phenyl ring linked by an amidine bond. The assembled nano-aggregates of this AIEgen exhibited bright emission and performed well in the application of bacteria imaging. Interestingly, these nano-aggregates efficiently caused bacteria elimination, and their bacterial-killing efficiency was one order higher than their molecular counterpart, suggesting aggregation-enhanced antibacterial activity. The authors demonstrated that the promoted antibacterial activity of the nanodrug probably resulted from both enhanced drug uptake and local drug concentration compared with the molecular drug. This AIEgen-based antibacterial system represents a novel theranostic platform for combating antibiotic resistance [139] .
Photoacoustic imaging (PAI)-guided photothermal therapy (PTT)
PAI, which is established on the PA effect, is a very promising noninvasive imaging modality that is able to provide deep tissue penetration with high resolution with millimeter to centimeter imaging depth and high spatial-temporal resolution [140, 141] .
PAI has been successfully used as a tool in some areas, such as tumor imaging, studying brain hemodynamic changes, visualizing blood vessel structures, and so on [142] . PTT refers to the use of vibrational energy (heat) of excited states for the treatment of various medical conditions, including cancer [143] . It is generally believed that PTT is more powerful than PDT in terms of cancer treatment, because the therapeutic efficiency of PTT is usually higher than PDT, and PTT does not require oxygen to interact with PSs. The combination of PAI and PTT has been proven to be an outstanding modality in cancer theranostics. Up to now, AIEgen-based PAI-guided PTT has been rarely reported. Liu's group [144, 145] has demonstrated that the conjugation of conventional fluorophores with an AIE moiety can significantly enhance the PA signal, which mainly results from the promoted thermal expansion upon light absorption benefiting from enhanced molecular rotation. BTPETTQ, which was comprised of a 4,9-di-(5-bromothiophen-2-yl)thiadiazolo-quinoxaline (TTQ) core and two TPE fragments, possessed a propeller structure and strong NIR absorption (Figure 29 ) [145] . It was observed that BTPETTQ exhibited an 89 nm red-shift, bringing about more efficient absorption in the NIR range compared with TTQ. In addition, the PA signal of BTPETTQ NPs was 15% higher than that of TTQ NPs, which can be attributed to the propeller structure of the BTPETTQ molecules. Interestingly, the PA signal output of BTPETTQ NPs was determined to be superior to the widely used Au nanorods based on the same mass, in terms of both PA efficiency and photostability upon laser irradiation, indicating the high potential of AIEgen in the field of PAI. Furthermore, BTPETTQ was utilized as a PA agent for sentinel lymph node (SLN) imaging, which is highly desirable during sentinel lymph node biopsy for the detection of breast cancer metastases. As displayed in Figure 29C -F, PA signal intensity in the SLN was clearly caught post BTPETTQ NP injection, and the maximum intensity was reached at 10 min after injection, with an imaging depth of 3 mm and resolution of 50 μm. Moreover, the very weak PA signal of the SLN at 90 min post-injection revealed the almost completed clearance of BTPETTQ NPs. The good balance of sufficient retention time and rapid clearance made BTPETTQ NPs promising for precise spatial localization of SLNs with good bio-safety in clinical applications [145] . Noteworthily, BTPETTQ NPs also have good thermal generation feature with up to 40% photothermal conversion efficiency, endowing these NPs with remarkable performance for PTT application, in which cancer cells were effectively killed with 808 nm laser irradiation. The authors also demonstrated that the photothermal conversion efficiency of TTQ without TPE moiety was much lower than that of BTPETTQ. The results in this report solidly suggested the great potential of AIEgens in theranostics involving PAI-guided PTT [145] .
FLI-guided chemo-photodynamic combination therapy
Aiming to achieve satisfying anticancer efficacy, one trend is combination therapy, which refers to the combination of different therapeutic methods in one platform for improving therapeutic efficiency with minimized side effects. Among various modalities, the combination of PDT and CHT with different therapeutic mechanisms has been proven to possess great potential in clinical applications [146, 147] .
Liu's group [148] prepared a probe (TPECB-Pt-D5-cRGD) by conjugating AIE-active PS and platinum prodrug with cRGD, and used it for real-time monitoring of drug activation as well as for combinatorial PDT-CHT against cisplatin-resistant cancer cells (Figure 30) . TPECB-Pt-D5-cRGD was found to be non-emissive in aqueous media but showed bright emission upon reduction by intracellular GSH. With the aid of cRGD, TPECB-Pt-D5-cRGD was capable of selectively staining α v β 3 integrin-overexpressing cancer cells. Subsequently, MTT assays were used to evaluate the anti-proliferative properties of TPECB-PtD5-cRGD in different cells. The results showed that MDA-MB-231 cells were cisplatin resistant with an IC 50 value of 33.4 μM, and light illumination did not affect the therapeutic efficacy (Figure 30G) . The cytotoxicity of TPECB-Pt-D5-cRGD towards MDA-MB-231 cells was similar to that of cisplatin under dark conditions. However, its cytotoxicity was promoted significantly upon light irradiation with a low IC50 of 4.2 μM, suggesting the synergetic anti-proliferative effect of TPECB-Pt-D5-cRGD through a combinatorial PDT-CHT pathway ( Figure 30H ). The presented method involving both platinum prodrug and AIE PS showed the great potential of AIEgen-based materials for cancer theranostics, and opened a novel avenue against CHT resistance. 
FLI-thermal imaging-guided chemo-photothermal combination therapy
Imaging-guided chemo-photothermal combination therapy is another modality of cancer theranostics containing multiple therapies. It has been demonstrated that photothermal heating could enhance the therapeutic efficiency of CHT, indicating a synergistic method for cancer therapy, because the in situ-generated heat is able to facilitate cellular uptake of drugs and/or drug release [149] . Moreover, aiming to achieve precise cancer diagnosis, multimodal imaging is a commonly used strategy, through which the defects of each imaging modality can be avoided or minimized.
Recently, an AIEgen-based theranostic nanoplatform (HSA-PhENH2-PPy-PTX-cRGD) involving FLI-thermal imaging-guided chemo-photothermal combination therapy was designed and prepared [20] . This nanoplatform was comprised of an AIE unit, a cRGD fragment, a PTT agent polypyrrole (PPy) and a CHT agent paclitaxel (PTX). As depicted in Figure  31A , by the use of HSA-PhENH2-PPy-PTX-cRGD NPs, fluorescence imaging of α v β 3 -integrin-positive U87MG tumor was clearly conducted with moderate selectivity and good photo-and thermal stabilities. In contrast, HSA-PhENH2-PPy-PTX without cRGD moiety provided very low accumulation in tumor tissue. It was found that with irradiation by 808 nm laser at 1 W/cm 2 , the average temperature of the tumor region rapidly increased to around 60 °C, and IR thermal mapping of the tumor was clearly observed (Figure 31B) , demonstrating dual-modality tumor diagnosis of FLI and thermal imaging. HSA-PhENH2-PPy-PTX NPs without cRGD provided a much lower tumor temperature than HSA-PhENH2-PPy-PTX-cRGD NPs as a result of the low tumor accumulation of HSA-PhENH2-PPy-PTX NPs. Furthermore, the cancer therapy of HSA-PhENH2-PPy-PTX-cRGD was investigated. As shown in Figure 31C , treatments by both HSA-PhENH2-PPy-PTX-cRGD without laser exposure and HSA-PhENH2-PPy-PTX with 808 nm laser exposure showed moderate therapeutic efficacy. Notably, HSA-PhENH2-PPy-PTX-cRGD NPs were capable of completely inhibiting tumor growth upon 808 nm laser irradiation, indicating efficient cancer therapy through chemo-photothermal combination pathways. In addition, H&E staining revealed that neither significant organ damage nor inflammation was found, suggesting the good bio-compatibility of HSA-PhENH2-PPy-PTX-cRGD NPs. Its good diagnostic ability and excellent therapeutic efficacy made this theranostic system promising for further improving multimodal imaging and imaging-guided cancer treatment [20] . 
FLI and magnetic resonance (MR) dual imaging-guided CHT
As we mentioned in the introduction, the incorporation of FLI and MRI has been recognized to be an ideal protocol for cancer diagnosis. FLI-MRI dual imaging-guided CHT represents a popular design strategy by taking advantage of highly efficient diagnosis and effective therapy. Moreover, supramolecules could be applied in theranostic systems, benefiting from their potential function as nanovectors, multifunctional integration, scalability and facile accessibility [150] . Therefore, it is of interest to develop supramolecular assembly-based theranostic platforms with the function of FLI-MRI dual imaging-guided CHT.
Hu and co-workers [151] utilized the ATRP (atom transfer radical polymerization) technique to prepare block copolymers consisting of pendent epoxy residues within pH-responsive blocks, then a Gd complex and benzaldehyde moieties were conjugated to the copolymers (Figure 32) . Micellar NPs were further fabricated by self-assembly of as-synthesized copolymers and TPE-4SH in aqueous solution at neutral pH. Crosslinking was then performed within the micellar cores through thiol-epoxy click reaction between TPE-4SH and epoxy. The crosslinking process endowed the micellar NPs with both long-term stability and intense fluorescence emission. In addition, the periphery of the micellar NPs was modified with tumor-targetable pH low insertion peptide (pHLIP), forming NPs with a pH-dependent cellular internalization performance. The nanotheranostic platform was finally constructed through encapsulation of the therapeutic drug camptothecin (CPT). It was found that the CPT release was pH-dependent, and acidic microenvironment facilitated the release process by pH-induced hydrophobic-to-hydrophilic transition of the micelle cores. Owing to the TPE units and Gd complex, the micelle-based theranostic nanovector exhibited fluorescence and MR dual imaging capabilities. FLI revealed that the nanovectors can be efficiently taken up by A549 cells thanks to their tumor-targeting capability. On the other hand, the MRI intensity of the nanovectors was approximately 16.97 mM -1 s -1 , which was 5.4-fold that of the small molecule precursor, indicating aggregation-induced signal enhancement. Moreover, CPT release was efficiently triggered by intracellular acidic pH and provided high efficiency cancer cell killing. Interestingly, in vivo MRI investigation displayed that the theranostic nanovectors had enhanced accumulation in tumor tissues, which can be attributed to the conformation change of pHLIP targeting moieties promoted by the extracellular acidic pH of tumor tissues [147] . Although its complicated preparation would impede practical application, the presented supramolecular assembly-based theranostic platform featuring fluorescence and MR dual modality imaging capability and CHT could provide valuable insights into the design of theranostic systems for clinical uses.
Switchable FLI-PAI-guided surgery and PDT
Considering the complementary advantages of FLI and PAI, their integration in a single platform with switchable imaging modality would be significantly important by virtue of the potential high sensitivity and imaging depth beyond the optical diffusion limit, but remains challenging.
In this context, Tang's group [152] has designed and synthesized a compound (DTE-TPECM) containing a dithienylethene (DTE) core and 2-(1-(4-(1,2,2-triphenylvinyl)phenyl)ethylidene)malon onitrile (TPECM) units, having closed-ring and open-ring isomers (Figure 33 ). Upon external UV light irradiation, closed-ring DTE-TPECM isomer (RClosed-DTE-TPECM) switches to its open-ring counterpart (ROpen-DTE-TPECM), and external visible light irradiation makes ROpen-DTE-TPECM convert back to RClosed-DTE-TPECM, demonstrating controllable structure transformation triggered by external light. As depicted in Figure 33B , due to its relatively planar geometric structure with good conjugation, thermal deactivation pathway dominates the excitonic energy consumption of RClosed-DTE-TPECM, while the thermal deactivation of ROpen-DTE-TPECM is blocked, providing intense fluorescence emission. It was observed that RClosed-DTE-TPECM NPs modified by a peptide with the sequence YSAYPDSVPMMS (YSA) was capable of selectively targeting tumor and giving noticeable PA signal output. In addition, light irradiation with a maximum emission peak at 610 nm efficiently triggered the transformation of RClosed-DTE-TPECM-YSA NPs to ROpen-DTE-TPECM-YSA NPs inside cancer cells, and performed FLI and PDT well. By using PAI, FLI and PDT, total tumor removal was achieved by imaging-guided surgery and PDT. In this study, the authors reported the first case of light-driven switchable FLI-PAI-involving cancer theranostics, and demonstrated a 'one-for-all' system with function-transformable features and utmost effectiveness of each function [152] . This research also explored a pathway for AIEgen-based precision medical treatment with high efficiency.
Conclusions and outlook
As shown here, theranostics based on AIEgens is a rapidly growing field in the context of both the high demands for theranostics and various distinct advantages of AIEgens. To date, significant breakthroughs and developments of AIEgens-involved theranostic systems have been achieved in the past few years. This great progress was witnessed in several modalities of theranostics, such as FLI-guided PDT, CLI-guided PDT, FLI-guided CHT, FLI-guided RT, FLI-guided GT, FLI-guided antibiosis, PAI-guided PTT, FLI-guided combinational CHT-PDT, FLI-thermal imaging-guided combinational CHT-PTT, FLI-MRI-guided CHT, and switchable FLI-PAI-guided surgery and PDT. In these applications, AIEgens usually exhibit good biocompatibility, excellent fluorescence properties, promoted efficiencies of photodynamic and photothermal therapies, efficient photoacoustic imaging, and suitability for constructing multimodal imaging and therapy, remarkably indicating the effect of "aggregation-induced theranostic enhancement" (AITE). Consequently, AIEgens hold great potential for theranostics in clinical applications [153] .
Although remarkable progress has been made using AIEgens in theranostics, many unsolved problems and challenges remain in many reported results. For instance, a detailed understanding of the structure-property relationships of AIEgens for theranostic uses is still required in order to guide the future design of molecules with desirable functions. Development of new AIEgens with long-wavelength absorption and emission for in vivo study is a challenging goal. Extension of the scope of stimuli-responsive turn-on theranostics based on AIEgens is also called for. Expansion of the diversities of multi-modality diagnostic imaging and therapy with good complementation is still expected. The use of AIEgens for multiphoton imaging and therapy is so far underdeveloped. AIE-active theranostic platforms having all functions of drug distribution monitoring, drug activation monitoring, and therapeutic response monitoring are urgently needed. Further work is also required to seek new imaging systems (for example, AIEgens with room temperature phosphorescence features) [154] , to realize specific cancer cell targeting and more effective therapy (for example, conjugation of antibody drugs with AIE-active PSs to achieve antibody-targeted phototherapy against specific cancer cells), and to reach ultrafast imaging and drug delivery [155] . Moreover, attempts to measure their toxicology and clinical evaluations of AIE theranostics should be encouraged. Additionally, compared with conventional theranostic materials, the working concentration of AIEgen-based theranostic platforms is generally high, making AIEgens unfavorable for in vivo or clinical trials. In this context, it has been reported that the working concentration of some recently developed AIE systems is comparative to conventional fluorophores for bio-imaging applications [29, 37, 77] . Therefore, theranostics using these AIEgens with low working concentration should be further developed.
Nowadays, new discoveries are propelling the field by addressing these challenges. Given the fast development pace of this area with rapid progress and new perspectives, it is most certainly only a matter of time before theranostics based on AIEgens are realized in clinical uses. It is believed that the concept of AIE will stimulate more research interests in life sciences to biomedical fields.
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